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Abstract: Ion–molecule reactions between neutral methyl formate (MF) and proton-bound solvent
clusters W2H+, W3H+, M2H+, E2H+, and E3H+ (W = water, M = methanol, and E = ethanol) showed
that the major reaction product is a solvent molecule loss from the initial encounter complex, followed
by the formation of protonated methyl formate (MFH+). Collision-induced dissociation breakdown
curves of the initially formed solvent-MF proton-bound pairs and trimers were obtained as a function
of collision energy and modeled to extract relative activation energies for the observed channels.
Density functional theory calculations (B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)) of the solvent loss reaction were consis-
tent with barrierless reactions in each case. The MF(M)H+ ion also exhibited loss of CH4 at higher
collision energies. The reaction was calculated to proceed via the migration of the MF methyl group
to form a loosely bound complex between neutral CH4 and an ion comprising (CH3OH)(CO2)H+.
Overall, the results indicate that the interaction of methyl formate with atmospheric water can form
stable encounter complexes that will dissociate to form protonated methyl formate.

Keywords: ion–molecule reaction; collision-induced dissociation; tandem mass spectrometry; RRKM
modeling; atmospheric reactions

1. Introduction

Volatile organic carbon (VOC) compounds in the atmosphere play a role in climate
change, human and animal health, and oxidation capacity [1]. The results obtained from
a 2020 study measuring the concentrations of various VOCs in Burnaby South and Port
Moody (part of Greater Vancouver) and analyzing the factors contributing to their produc-
tion showed that fuel combustion, natural gas, industrial solvents, and fugitive industrial
and biogenic emissions, are the main sources that contribute to all VOC emissions [2].

Methyl formate is a small ester derived from formic acid or formate. It can undergo a
series of reactions in the troposphere initiated by the hydroxy radical and other atmospheric
radicals [3]. In oxygenated fuels such as dimethyl ether and dimethoxy methane—two
suggested alternatives to conventional diesel fuel [4–6]—methyl formate represents the
major intermediate formed in their oxidation. It has also been shown to interact with
atmospheric water [7]. The mechanisms by which organic molecules are incorporated
into water clusters include switching, association, and proton transfer [4]. When formates
interact with water molecules, the carbonyl group leads to further hydrogen bonding
interactions. The shape and bonding strength of the cluster is altered, making it more
stable overall. These findings make it clear that organic esters such as formates play a
role in nucleation processes due to their ability to share intermolecular interactions with
water [8,9]. Ion–molecule reactions are one method for exploring the reaction between
formates and water clusters [10].

Water clusters play a ubiquitous role in atmospheric chemistry in both neutral and
protonated states [11]. Proton-bound water clusters are widely used as reactant ions
for the analysis of volatile organic compounds through mass spectrometry [12]. It is
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also quite common to produce protonated analyte molecules using proton-bound water
clusters [13,14]. Herein, we present details of ion–molecule reactions between proton-
bound solvent clusters of water, methanol and ethanol with neutral methyl formate in
the gas phase. The aim is to explore this aspect of the atmospheric fate of formates.
Reaction products have been further explored with collision-energy resolved tandem mass
spectrometry to understand their unimolecular chemistry.

2. Materials and Methods

Water, methanol, ethanol, and methyl formate were purchased from Sigma Aldrich
(Sigma-Aldrich, Oakville, Ontario, CA, USA) and used without further purification.

2.1. Tandem Mass Spectrometry

A Micromass Quattro Ultima triple quadrupole mass spectrometer running the Mass-
Lynx software package equipped with an electrospray ionization (ESI) source in a Z-spray
configuration was used for all the experiments described herein. Proton-bound water,
methanol and ethanol ions were generated by electrospray ionization of solutions of each
solvent with 0.1% formic acid delivered by a syringe pump at a rate of 50 µL/min. The cap-
illary voltage was typically set to 3.5 kV but was adjusted to optimize ion yield. Nitrogen
was used as the nebulizer gas with a flow rate of 100 L/h. The source and desolvation gas
temperatures were held at 100 and 150 ◦C, respectively. The desired proton-bound cluster
ion was mass-selected with the first quadrupole and transmitted to the collision cell where
it interacted with methyl formate vapour introduced by a variable leak Granville-Phillips
valve [15]. The voltage at the entrance and exit of the collision cell was set at 50 V to provide
an extraction voltage for the derived reaction products, which were mass-analyzed with
the second quadrupole and detected with a continuous dynode electron multiplier.

Collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments were carried out by first forming
the desired ion in the electrospray source from a 1 mg/mL solution of methyl formate in
the solvent, mass-selecting it with the first quadrupole, and performing collisions with
argon target gas in the collision cell as a function of lab-frame collision energy (generally
between 0 and 26 eV for all the CID experiments) [16].

2.2. Computational Methods

All calculations were carried out using the GAUSSIAN 16 suite of programs [17]. Struc-
tures were optimized using the B3LYP density functional method with the 6-311+G(d,p)
basis set [18,19]. Transition states were confirmed by the intrinsic reaction coordinate
method in GAUSSIAN. Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM) theory was applied to
calculate k(E) according to the following equation [20,21]:

k(E) =
σN‡(E− E0)

hρ(E)
(1)

where σ represents the reaction degeneracy, h is Planck’s constant, N‡(E− E0) is the
number of internal states for the transition state at internal energy (E− E0), and ρ(E)
is the density of states for the reactant ion at internal energy (E) as calculated via the
Beyer and Swinehart direct count algorithm [22]. Our previous work modeling energy-
resolved CID data employed a simple model in which the post-collision ions are assigned
an effective temperature depending on the centre-of-mass collision energy, and thus a
“thermal” internal energy distribution, according to the relationship:

Teff = Ti + α× Ecom (2)

where Ti represents the initial temperature (300 K in the current study) and α describes
the relationship between the centre-of-mass collision energy (Ecom) and the increase in the
effective temperature (Teff). This assumption limits the model to a purely semi-quantitative
one for comparisons of related systems [23,24].
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3. Results
3.1. Solvent Cluster Ion/Methyl Formate Reactions

Representative mass spectra resulting from the ion–molecule reactions R1–R5 of
proton-bound solvent clusters and neutral methyl formate (MF) are shown in Figure 1.
Water = W, methanol = M, ethanol = E, and methyl formate = MF.
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thyl formate complex; m/z 61, which would nominally be protonated methyl formate, and 
m/z 19 ion due to WH+. The overall reaction scheme is summarized in Figure 2a at the 
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory. Formation of the encounter complex is exothermic by 
1.31 eV, and the resulting loss of W exothermic by 0.53 eV (relative to the reactants), which 
means the encounter complex is not observed in the experiment. Based on the relative 
energies, WH+ is most likely to arise from the dissociation of the initial (W)2H+complex, as 
it would not be competitive to generate it from MF(W)H+. 

Figure 1. Representative mass spectra of neutral methyl formate reacting with (a) water dimer ion
(m/z 37, R1), (b) water trimer ion (m/z 55, R2), (c) methanol dimer ion (m/z 65, R3), (d) ethanol dimer
ion (m/z 93, R4), and (e) ethanol trimer ion (m/z 139, R5). The red asterisk highlights the reacting
cluster ion.

The mass spectra recorded from the reaction between methyl formate and water dimer
ion (R1) showed several peaks: m/z 79, which represent the proton-bound water-methyl
formate complex; m/z 61, which would nominally be protonated methyl formate, and
m/z 19 ion due to WH+. The overall reaction scheme is summarized in Figure 2a at the
B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory. Formation of the encounter complex is exothermic by
1.31 eV, and the resulting loss of W exothermic by 0.53 eV (relative to the reactants), which
means the encounter complex is not observed in the experiment. Based on the relative
energies, WH+ is most likely to arise from the dissociation of the initial (W)2H+ complex,
as it would not be competitive to generate it from MF(W)H+.
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(c) the methanol dimer, (d) the ethanol dimer and (e) the ethanol trimer.

Similar peaks were observed in the ion–molecule reactions with the proton-bound
water trimer ions (m/z 55) and from all of the solvent cluster ion reactions, Figure 1. In
each case the initial encounter complex was not observed because the low binding-energy
(Figure 2) results in a high enough rate constant for dissociation that there is not enough time
or pressure to collisionally stabilize the complex (pressure in the collision cell, monitored
at the inlet to the cell, was only 10−4 mbar). Evident from the computational results
summarized in Figure 2 is that the highest binding-energy encounter complex is MF(E)2H+,
0.89 eV, but this is still not enough to allow it to be observed. RRKM calculations were
performed for the solvent-loss reaction from each encounter complex, and the resulting k(E)
vs. E curves are compared in Figure S1. For example, the calculated dissociation energy for
the MF(W)2H+ complex was 0.78 eV. The rate constant for the dissociation is greater than
1 × 106 s−1, only 0.2 eV above this threshold. In a thermal system, the encounter complexes
have an internal energy distribution that extends to between 0.60 and 1.00 eV (Figure S2),
which means that they would be stable species at atmospheric pressure.

Also observed in the reactive mass spectra, aside from those shown in Figure 2, are
secondary reactions of protonated MF and dissociation products of the solvent cluster ions
themselves (Table S1).
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3.2. Unimolecular Reactions of Proton-Bound Solvent-MF Clusters

The most common primary reaction products discussed above are the proton-bound
complexes between MF and a solvent molecule. We were able to independently generate
MF(W)H+, MF(M)H+, MF(E)H+, MF(M)2H+, MF(E)2H+, and MF(E)3H+ in the electrospray
source and obtain CID breakdown curves for each. They are shown in Figures 3 and 4,
along with initial assignments. A common dissociation product is protonated methyl
formate as expected from the ion–molecule reaction results in Figure 1. We have previously
investigated the unimolecular chemistry of MFH+, which leads to the formation of m/z
33 (loss of CO to form protonated methanol) [25]. In the case of MF(M)H+, a competing
loss of CH4 is observed, which could form either a proton-bound complex between M
and CO2, M(CO2)H+, or MF and OH, MF(OH)+. For MF(E)H+, the similarity between the
proton affinities (PAs) of MF (782.5 kJ mol−1) and E (776.4 kJ mol−1) [26] leads to competing
cleavage of both sides of the hydrogen bond, Figure 3c.
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The MF(M)2H+ cluster ion dissociates by sequential loss of both M molecules. A
minor channel involves the loss of MF from the initially formed MF(M)H+ product ion,
Figure 4a. As was observed with the MF(E)H+ dimer ion, the MF(E)2H+ trimer ion exhibits
competitive loss of E and MF, with the tetrameric MF(E)3H+ ion undergoing sequential E
loss.

Evident from the breakdown curves is that these cluster ions undergo facile decompo-
sition. In each case (except MF(E)2H+) there is significant dissociation between 0 and 0.5 eV
ECOM. Thus, even under the high-pressure limit of 1 atm, these ions can decompose.

The primary unimolecular reaction of these complexes is the simple dissociation of
a hydrogen bond. Relaxed potential energy scans of this dissociation for two examples,
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MF(W)H+ and MF(E)3H+, were carried out to explore the potential for reverse activation
barriers due to the possible structural rearrangement of the complexes, Figure 5. Evident
from both scans is that these encounter complexes can easily fragment without a reverse
barrier, which means that the relative product energies in Figure 2 direct the relative
abundance of the competing reactions.
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B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of theory.

Unique among the clusters is MF(M)H+, which undergoes a loss of CH4. This reaction
was explored computationally, and the reaction pathway is shown in Figure 6 in comparison
to the simple loss of methanol (and subsequent dissociation of MFH+). The MF methyl
group first pulls away from the complex leading to the TS at 1.98 eV. It then interacts with
the carbon H atom on the central HOC(H)O moiety leading to a molecule of methane. Due
to the low binding affinity of the methane to the resulting ionic complex, it is very mobile
and can wander the skeleton. The methane complex shown in Figure 6 at −0.49 eV only
has a binding energy of 0.2 eV. The competing loss of methanol via a barrierless H-bond
cleavage results in MFH+, which is due to the higher proton affinity of methyl formate
(782.5 kJ mol−1) compared to methanol (754.3 kJ mol−1) [25], having an energy requirement
of 1.25 eV. The MFH+ then dissociates by loss of CO [25]. The barrier heights to CH4 loss
vs. M loss are consistent with the breakdown diagram that shows M loss to be the lower
energy-threshold pathway.
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The breakdown diagrams in Figures 3 and 4 were modeled with the approach outlined
in the computational procedures that is based on assigning an internal temperature to the
post-collision ions, followed by adjusting the RRKM rate constant for each unimolecular
reaction. The results are shown in Figure S3. As anticipated from the model, the results are
not in quantitative agreement with the reaction energies in Figure 2, but there are qualitative
comparisons. In the case of the competing methane loss channel from MF(M)H+ (Figure 6),
the modeled difference in E0 for the two reactions is 0.32 eV, compared to the calculated
difference of 0.73 eV. As expected, the RRKM-estimated difference in E0 for competing MF
and E loss from MF(E)H+ is ~3 kJ mol−1, compared to the difference in proton affinity of
MF and E of 6 kJ mol−1. For the trimeric precursor ions, the RRKM-estimated E0 values for
the dissociation channels are in much better agreement with the theoretical estimates in
Figure 2. The results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of the RRKM-estimated reaction energies 1 (Figure S3) with those calculated
values shown in Figure 2.

Reaction RRKM E0 Theoretical E0

MF(W)H+ →MFH+ + W 0.34 0.94
MF(M)H+ →MFH+ + M

→M(CO2)H+ + CH4
MF(E)H+ →MFH+ + E

→ EH+ + MF
MF(M)2H+ →MF(M)H+ + M

→ (M)2H+ + MF
MF(E)2H+ →MF(E)H+ + E

→ (E)2H+ + MF
MF(E)3H+ →MF(E)2H+ + E

0.58
0.90
0.53
0.56
0.77
0.85
0.87
0.88
0.64

1.25
1.98
1.21
1.49
0.84
1.06
0.89
0.94
0.56

1 Values listed in eV.

4. Conclusions

Ion–molecule reactions between methyl formate and proton-bound solvent clusters
of water, methanol, and ethanol demonstrate that the primary reaction product is the
formation of protonated methyl formate due to its higher proton affinity than water,
methanol, and ethanol. Loss of a solvent molecule from the encounter complex occurs
in a barrierless reaction in all cases. In a higher energy, minor reaction, the complex
between methyl formate and methanol also undergoes loss of methane which forms a
proton-bound complex between methanol and CO2. The results support the conclusion
that when methyl formate interacts with atmospheric water, the encounter complexes
(which were not observed in this experiment due to the low pressure in the reaction
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chamber) should be moderately stable at high (atmospheric) pressure as demonstrated by
their calculated internal energy distributions. Protonated methyl formate will result, which
can then undergo loss of CO.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app13031339/s1. Table S1: Additional reactions observed in the
ion-molecule reactions explored in this study; Figure S1: RRKM k(E) vs. E curves for the dissociation
of the ion-molecule encounter complexes; Figure S2: Vibrational internal energy distributions at 300 K
for the encounter complexes in R1–R5; Figure S3: RRKM modeled breakdown curves for reactions in
Figures 3 and 4.
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